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Mandate

16th GBEP steering committee meeting, the Activity Group will start working to develop

guidance on how to interpret and use maps in light of the GBEP indicators and also to

incorporate a component of the efforts on building the capacity of developing

countries/institutes to use mapping as a tool to support good policy development

• The Global Atlas will primarily act as a repository to access existing interactive maps of• The Global Atlas will primarily act as a repository to access existing interactive maps of

bioenergy assessments, and refer precisely to the report and methodology it originates

from. The initiative will progressively interconnect existing data repositories, and act as a

central repository of GIS datasets from existing bioenergy resource assessment studies.

• A second objective of the Global Atlas bioenergy component will be to educate the users

on the issue of sustainability, in particular to facilitate the interpretation and use of maps

in light of the GBEP sustainability indicators
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Stream 1: development of a repository of resource maps 

Task 1: identifying information sources. 

• GBEP members and observers will be invited by the GBEP Secretariat to propose

bioenergy datasets, and existing data repositories for referencing by the global atlas

catalog, to the best of their knowledge.

• IRENA will compile the proposals, cross the information with previous surveys and make• IRENA will compile the proposals, cross the information with previous surveys and make

a preliminary analysis of the feasibility and challenges to integrate each individual

dataset. The proposal will be put forward to the activity group for recommendations.

Task 2: review of the proposed information sources and establishment of the

corresponding partnerships.

• The Activity Group will review the outcomes of Task 1, make amendments to IRENA’s

recommendations, and point at possibly missing material to the best of their knowledge.

IRENA will compile the outcomes of the discussion. IRENA will then work on creating the

necessary partnerships to reference the data through the system.
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Task 3: creating maps and reviewing content

• IRENA will create maps of the individual datasets, with attached map description,

reference to the methodology, and description of the individual layers. The map will be

saved on a password-protected account.

• Before making the map public, the data provider will review the proposed map, and

propose amendments to IRENA.

Outputs for stream 1

By 6th GBEP Working Group on Capacity Building (May/June 2014):

• Task 1: List of proposed datasets for referencing by the global Atlas catalog, and

recommendations by IRENA for consideration by the Activity Group.

• Task 2: Revised list of proposed datasets for referencing by the global Atlas catalog.

• Task 3: First maps displayed at the 7th GBEP Working Group on Capacity Building

(Nov/Dec 2014) and presented to the 17th GBEP Steering Committee. Announcement of

the bioenergy component of the Global Atlas at the fifth IRENA Assembly.
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Stream 2: simplified model for evaluating the technical information 
on the basis of the GBEP sustainability indicators

Task 4: displaying information on the GBEP sustainability indicators

• The purpose is to inform the users of the Global Atlas GIS of the existence of the GBEP

indicators and provide the opportunity to access more detailed information currently

accessible only from the GBEP website.accessible only from the GBEP website.

Output and Timeline:

• 6th GBEP Working Group on Capacity Building (May/June 2014): Concept for an

upgraded GIS interface including reference to the GBEP sustainability indicators.

• 7th GBEP Working Group on Capacity Building and 17th GBEP Steering committee

(Nov/Dec 2014): Demonstration of the integration of the GBEP indicators to the GIS

interface.
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Task 5: guidance to the end-users on how to interpret and use maps in light of the GBEP 

sustainability indicators

The guidance document, which builds on a workshop bringing together experts in the domain. 

The document would provide guidance on mapping bioenergy resource, the content should be 

discussed with the activity group. Topics could be: 

• Relevance and limitations of bioenergy resource mapping,

• Current processes to carry bioenergy resource assessments,

� Explanatory section on the feedstock selection process,� Explanatory section on the feedstock selection process,

� Accounting for competing uses,

� Factoring conversion systems. 

• Influence of data gaps, consistency and resolution,

• From the lessons learnt from the ongoing demonstration projects, how could the environmental, social 

and economic pillars, themes or indicators of the GBEP sustainability indicators be best factored by the 

bioenergy resource assessment process?

Timeline and outputs:

• 6th GBEP Working Group on Capacity Building (May/June 2014): outcomes of the expert 

workshop.

• 7th GBEP Working Group on Capacity Building and 17th GBEP Steering committee (Nov/Dec 

2014): (draft) guidance document to interpret and use maps in light of the GBEP indicators.
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Stream 3: communication and dissemination
• Task 6: Global Atlas webportal

• IRENA will modify entirely the design and concept of the Global Atlas. The website will 

contain inter alia:

� A news section, which can be searched by renewable energy resource,

� Links to conference proceedings,� Links to conference proceedings,

� Links to publications, tools and online materials.

• The GBEP secretariat is already making a large effort to compile such information for 

bioenergy and make it available online. IRENA and the GBEP Secretariat will define a 

suitable approach to link from the Global Atlas website to the GBEP toolkit, virtual library, 

news, and to other relevant content.

• On the other hand, the outcomes of the joined activity Group should be clearly visible 

from GBEP’s website. IRENA and the GBEP Secretariat would seek for the appropriate 

solution to display the result of the joined activity group through the GBEP website. 
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Costs

• Maintenance and operation of the data infrastructure for referencing and disseminating 

information

• Development of an online GIS interface and website

• 1 expert workshop 

• 1 report – writing, review, editing, design, printing

• Man power: • Man power: 
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IRENA
GBEP 

Secretariat

Activity 

Group

GBEP Members 

and Observer

Task 1 1 week .5 week .5 week

Task 2 1 week .5 week .5 week

Task 3 1 month 1 week

Task 4 1 month 1 week

Task 5 1 month 1 month

Task 6 1 week 1 week

Total 

(man.months)
3.5 0.5 2 0.125



Budget

• For the Tasks listed in this proposal, the involvement of the activity group is voluntary, and

at the own expenses of its members.

• Under the condition that the proposed budget for the Global Renewable Energy Atlas would

be accepted by the Assembly of IRENA in January 2014, it is foreseen the following:

� IRENA would be financing the development and maintenance of the data

infrastructure enabling to create the repository of resource maps, as a component of

the Global Renewable Energy Atlas, and used to valorize the outcomes of Tasks 1,

and 3.

� Provided the GBEP indicators can be referenced by the Global Atlas interface at

reasonable costs, IRENA would be financing the technical developments required to

display the outcomes of Task 4. If advanced developments are requested by the

Activity Group, a shared-cost solution would be sought.
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• The report and workshop proposed in Task 5 were recommended by the Activity Group.

The members of the Activity Group are invited to contribute financially and in kind to the

development of the report and to the workshop. If no external support can be sought,

IRENA may not be in the position to fully fulfil the requirements proposed by the Activity

Group, and may have to limit the depth of the analysis and scale of the workshop.

• IRENA would be financing the development of the bioenergy section of the Global

Renewable Energy Atlas website at reasonable costs. If advanced developments are

requested by the Activity Group, a shared-cost solution would be sought.

Foreseen costs:

- Report writing, editing, design and printing

- 1 workshop
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www.irena.org/GlobalAtlas

Potentials@irena.org
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IRENA Global Atlas

@GlobalREAtlas

GlobalAtlasSolarandWind



Objective
• Demonstrate that the Global Atlas can display information on Bioenergy

Issues
• The bioenergy data is of a different nature than solar or wind data

• Bioenergy maps out of context are potentially misleading

• The added value of the Global Atlas both for the bioenergy sector and for GBEP is unclear 

• Provide an overview of Bioenergy data displayed through the online interface

• Show the interoperability with existing databases

• Present solutions to describe the context of each map

• Propose solutions to promote the GBEP sustainability indicators

• 3 examples :

� Demo 1: spatial data infrastructure: Full data integration from geoserver to the 

interface – USA case 

� Demo 2: Integration of a complex project-related dataset – case of the FAO BEFS for 

Tanzania

� Demo 3: Integration of data from a remote catalog – FAO / IIASA suitability maps13



Limitations

• No specific limitations found to read or display the information  

• The need for precision leads to long descriptions of the maps and data layers currently 

difficult to read – specific development are needed

• The tools developed for solar and wind can not be deactivated for this demo

• Legends are not always well displayed

• The partner’s logos were not adjusted.
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Vocabulary

• The Atlas is the overall Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) operated by IRENA and its 

partners (interface + catalogue)

• Through its user interface, the Atlas displays ‘maps’

• In this presentation, a ‘map’ is made of several activated ‘layers’ that are superposed 

(‘overlayed’) to be analysed

• A ‘layer’ contains geographic information



Vocabulary

User interface

Layer
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Map = sum of activated layers

Layer

Legend



Demo 1

Spatial Data Infrastructure: 

Full data integration from Geoserver to the interface – USA case 
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Existing application – maps.nrel.gov/biomass
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Step1: registering the data on NREL’s geoserver
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Step 2: Remote registration to the catalog
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Full description and references are preserved

Metadata
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Metadata



Consequence 1: larger data dissemination
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Consequence 2: Data appear in interface library
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Example of a new map with 1 information layer 
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Final US map
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Final US map: map description
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Final US map: 3 crop residues
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Final US map: point query – sugarcane Louisiana
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Final US map: group and layer descriptions
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Demo 2

Integration of a complex project-related dataset

Case of the FAO BEFS for Tanzania
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Complexity level

� The dataset contains 60 layers with different variables.

� The layers can not be interpreted out of context, but must be considered together 

with the report.

� The methodology is complex and needs to be described in the metadata, both at 

group level and layer level.group level and layer level.

� The layers can not be displayed independently. Their order should reflect the 

methodology described by the report.
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Final map: FAO BEFS Tanzania – group layers
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The group order 

follows the report 

methodology, same 

inside a group



Final map: FAO BEFS Tanzania – map description
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Sweet sorghum – tillage based low input
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Final map: FAO BEFS – group & layer description
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Each map can be accessed individually
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What is the value? The project owner can embed 
the Atlas in its webportal.
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Demo 3

Integration of base data from a remote catalog

FAO / IIASA GAEZ suitability maps
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UNEP Grid Geocatalogue

Interoperability (simulation)

When catalogues are 

connected, all information 

can be seen from each 

access point
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FAO Geocatalogue

(simulation)

UNEP Grid Geocatalogue

(simulation)

access point



FAO Geocatalog
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Step 1: linking to the FAO geocatalog
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FAO / IIASA GAEZ – final map

FAO data
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UNEP WCMC

ESA Landcover + GLC

SRTM 



Map / group info
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Map result – suitability rain fed + irrig sugar crops
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Map result – suitability rain fed + irrig sugar crops
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Summary – added value of the Atlas for the 
bioenergy sector?

• There is no central place to access bioenergy datasets. The information is highly scattered, 

and mostly accessible in non-interactive formats. NREL is an exception.

• Several geonetworks exist, but with limited access to actual maps. However major 

networks are already interoperable. networks are already interoperable. 

• Large datasets are confined to specific applications and not disseminated further. The 

information is forgotten / lost after the project ends.

• By extensively detailing the metadata, it is possible to keep track of the origin of the data. 

• It is possible to promote the use of the sustainability indicators through the descriptions.

• Most datasets are attached to a single project, and the information may need to remain 

grouped under a single map.
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Moving forward: further promoting GBEP 
sustainability indicators?
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Thank you for your attentionThank you for your attention
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